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About This Game

Portal™ is a new single player game from Valve. Set in the mysterious Aperture Science Laboratories, Portal has been called
one of the most innovative new games on the horizon and will offer gamers hours of unique gameplay.

The game is designed to change the way players approach, manipulate, and surmise the possibilities in a given environment;
similar to how Half-Life® 2's Gravity Gun innovated new ways to leverage an object in any given situation.

Players must solve physical puzzles and challenges by opening portals to maneuvering objects, and themselves, through space.
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Great logic game :). this is good gaem, buy game
pls. I... don't know what I'm supposed to say.

This is one of my favorite games, period.

The atmosphere built by desolation, ambiance, and the omnipresent AI GLaDOS is something I have yet to experience in any
other game. Not even Portal 2 was able to recapture that atmosphere.

All the major turning points in the game are perfectly executed.
And with the addition of the ARG update that added the SSTV signal and morse code producing radios makes it that much
more unsettling.. the gameplay and the soundtrack is amazing. Loved the game - I'm new to the genre, but found it wasn't
difficult to get the hang of it.
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Short but sweet. Get this with the Orange Box.. In 2019 it stills a good game to play!. Now you're thinking with portals. This
game is a magic
Be sure to play
this is great. Great now you are thinking with portals. This game is quite a brain twister, I love it. Played through rather quickly,
2 to 3 hours but it is so worth it. It has a type of sarcastic humor that is amusing without being annoying. The only thing is some
jumps can disorient you. It is good to be aware of that.. A very difficult yet fun puzzle game. I would only recommend this to
players who enjoy puzzle games, because it's pretty difficult, and takes some time. Also, the game is fairly short. Once you beat
it, there isn't really any replay-ability in this game. Overall, I would recommend this to people who love puzzle games, but
otherwise, not really worth it.
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